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Upscale Baby & Children's Furniture Boutique Beats Credit Crunch By Expanding to
Europe

Punkin Patch is the trendiest new boutique for baby and children's interiors and furniture. After 10
successful years in America and a huge celebrity following they have finally launched an online boutique
www.punkinpatch.co.uk over here in the UK.

Oct. 30, 2008 - PRLog -- The thought behind www.punkinpatch.co.uk was to search the world to provide
the ultimate in luxury high-end furniture, being and accessories for infants and children and introduce them
to the UK market,. Their vast collection of unique and stylish pieces, include cribs, changing tables, beds,
wardrobes and full room sets as well as bedding, lighting and fine décor. Much of the merchandise are
handmade or finished by hand. They also stock a wide range of unique baby gifts such as hand knitted toys
from Africa and rocking rams and sheep made in a small welsh village. Many of the items are exclusive to
Punkin Patch and not sold anywhere else in the UK.

Punkin Patch aim to bring a more personal touch with their design services, they are always happy to offer
suggestions and to make your shopping experience completely enjoyable and worry-free. Whether you are
decorating an entire room or seeking one special piece Punkin Patch can help you create your dream
nursery or bedroom with hand picked items reflecting the personal style of both the parents and little ones.
They have already helped style the homes of celebrities such as Halle Berry, Brad and Angelina, Jamie
Lynn Spears, Tom Cruise and Katie Holmes and J Lo.

So to bring a elegance and a touch of star quality to a child's bedroom there is only one place to go.

You can view the entire collection at www.punkinpatch.co.uk
             

For further information about Punkin Patch, high-resolution images or samples please contact:
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# # #

Punkin Patch is a hip, new boutique offering a truly magical experience in creating your child's room. Find
beautiful baby and children's furniture, elegant bedding, room décor and unique baby gifts.

--- End ---

Source Need to Know PR
State/Province Kent
Zip BR1 3WS
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Industry Baby furniture, Family
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Childrens Rugs, Designer Lighting
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